
EXTENT OF INTERNATIONALISATION IN GROCERY RETAILING

Categorizing Patterns and Processes in Retail Grocery Internationalisation. Introduction This paper seeks to explore the
extent to which a common strategy for.

As the European Community steadily reduced barriers to Industry Dynamics trade, goods flowed more easily
across national borders and the shorter distances restrained logistics costs. Initially they built a price advantage
by bypassing ticketing wholesalers, seeking out less well-known airlines, and also by arbitraging price
differentials across markets. The four firms discussed above overcame these potential country-specific
disadvantages by developing retail models that had more transferable supply- chain characteristics. As noted
by Fleming et al. A very geographically dispersed and isolated retail environment, which modernised
concurrently with the most likely sources of FDI, has not proven attractive to international retailers. The
post-World War II shift to suburban living and the general adoption of the automobile increased the
advantages of scale in the grocery sector. By pioneering the concept of small stores Aldi has grown
successfully in Europe, Australia, and the United States. They faced modern consumers with high incomes and
increasingly refined demands. Even in the most developed markets, retailers can generate the resources they
need to go global by patiently applying innovative growth strategies to their home bases. The firm also ran an
unsuccessful store in East Timor for a brief period in  This same logic flows through to advantages in dealing
with providers of logistics and distribution services. Retailers need to think carefully about when to enter a
market. Luxottica made numerous FDIs in non-retailing before  Flexibility is another benefit; when a
community becomes richer, for instance, Wal-Mex can convert a low-end store into a hypermarket and
thereby keep pace with consumer needs. It is argued that Australia has been relatively untouched in these
areas, and that two giants have emerged locally, but ventured little from their home. No international entrant
could utilise advantages in purchasing from existing networks of suppliers to outmanoeuvre incumbents
because many products were purchased from protected domestic producers. This also applies to franchised
retailers. There is one final example of an Australian specialist retailer expanding offshore. European grocery
retailers have, via an environment of considerable competition, and the repeated experience of expansion, built
considerable capabilities in internationalisation. There are clear lessons about international opportunities for
Australian retailers, and retailers from other small, isolated economies. Moreover, the advantages of global
supply chains vary greatly by product category, with food products offering fewer global buying opportunities
because of the heterogeneity in local tastes and habits. For example, a given location might include a furniture
franchisee, a whitegoods franchisee, an electrical goods franchisee and a computer products franchisee.
Department stores began to decline, particularly from the s on. This chapter opens with a discussion of the
nature of competitive advantage in the retailing sector. By late , there were over stores in Britain. This led
many retailers to build FSAs around their ability to establish and maintain local supply chain relationships.


